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A treatment consists of 5 acupuncture points
placed in each ear for 45 minutes or more. The
insertion is usually not painful. After insertion
one does not feel the needles. They contain no
medication. If you are taking medication, it can
and should be taken during your treatments.
2.) The treatment is provided in groups of 8 or
more people who sit quietly together for the first
half of each session, after which they freely
choose to ask questions, share their experiences
with the others in the group, or sit silently.
3.) The results show up right at the end of the
three weeks or shortly afterwards, as the needletrained proliferation of alpha and theta
brainwaves. These creative brainwaves give rise
to new competencies. In turn, new skills meet our
patients’ specific needs for stress relief.
4.) Patents return for a 1-5 sessions afterwards
(OHIP) to be coached in increasing their results.

COST: $450 uninsured ($30/day)
$600
($40/day)
$720 insured
Insurers e.g. Government of Canada Sun Life
reimburse 80% of fees. Check before coming
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I had occasion in 1990 to
ask Dr. Smith if it would
work with non-addicted
anxious and/or depressed
patients. He invited me to
pioneer the field, assuring
me that it only worked in
addiction by working on
the underlying causes. In

1995 I tried it with some Dr. Brian C. Bailey
of my patients who had not prospered with
other treatments. It had a powerful effect in
50 % of cases. Astoundingly, it took only a
month to work. But I wasn’t satisfied with
50% results. For the next 17 years I adapted
and researched Roberto Assagioli’s transpersonal psychotherapy. It became my back
end equivalent to A.A. and N.A. Our results
have soared since. I have also learned why
medications don’t work in many patients, and
how to partner with integrative medicine to
get the best results possible. In Ottawa, if
you are stopped dead in your tracks, why not
consider investigating ACUDESTRESS!
CONSULTATIONS are covered by OHIP

admin@acudestress.ca
613-867-0561
819-827-0363
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In today’s medical psychotherapeutic lexicon
we find fresh concepts, words and phrases
which weren’t talked about 5-10 years ago like mindfulness, neuroplasticity, “turning on
genes,”transpersonal therapy, even gluten
sensitivity and less recently - fibromyalgia
and chronic fatigue syndrome are diagnoses
which yield to newer methods like AcuDetox.

819-827-0363 11-4 p.m.
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